Technician: Culture cell facilities

The GIGA (http://www.giga.ulg.ac.be/) is seeking for a technician for its culture cell facilities for a 1 year contract.

Established in 2007 at the University of Liège, GIGA is an interdisciplinary research center in biomedical sciences whose mission is advanced medical innovation. The institute encompasses more than 500 members (PI, senior researchers, post-doctoral scientists, thesis students, technicians) with expertise in medical genomics, in silico medicine, neuroscience, cancer, infection and immunity, and cardiovascular sciences.

GIGA also offers technology platforms, business facilities and a training center. The center offers an extraordinary range of services on the same site, where researchers, clinical doctors, doctoral students, students and private sector actors meet.

GIGA is the only Belgian research center directly integrated within a university hospital, making it a major player in translational research where links between researchers and doctors are at the heart of the research activity.

Missions

The administration unit seeks to hire a person to be in charge of GIGA’s cell culture facilities. The successful candidate is expected to run the cell culture facilities, including (i) ensuring that all cell culture rooms are properly equipped and the equipment up-and-running, (ii) ensuring - in collaboration with cleaning services - that all cell culture rooms are always impeccable, (iii) ensuring the availability of required consumables in the cell culture rooms at all times, (iv) establishing and enforcing the access and utilization policy for the users, (v) educating new users about the modus operandi of the cell culture facilities before they are given access, (vi) monitoring the cell culture room and cultures for possible contaminations.

Profile

Applicants are expected to have at least a bachelor’s degree, to have experience in cell culture, to be fluent in English, to be dynamic and capable of functioning independently, and to have excellent social skills.

How to apply?

Please send your resume, cover letter and the contact details of at least two references to rh.giga@ulg.ac.be, specifying as subject heading LAST NAME First Name / Application / “Technician : culture cell facilities” by 20th March.